LXDX Founding Team
Joshua Greenwald
Chief Executive Officer
For over a decade Josh has been head of desk and/or a major participant in algo trading
businesses. He led an equities group at DRW before running research for Asia and
heading up KOSPI trading. Josh founded Greenlight Trading and later ran high frequency
for Laurion Capital Shanghai before working on automation and propulsion at SpaceX.

William Roman
Chief Operating Officer
Will has spent fifteen years building digital product companies and consulting with
Silicon Valley startups on user experience and customer development. Will most
recently built the Solutions team at Parsable, selling and deploying global companies
such as Schlumberger, Nestle, and Larry Page’s flying car company, Kitty Hawk. He was
previously Head of UX for a Google Ventures project and lead product management of
the platforms at OwnLocal that processed a billion events monthly.

Steven Thomas
Chief Technology Officer
Steven recently led Performance Engineering at Tower Research Capital. He worked with
both John and Josh at Greenlight where he led the most advanced projects at the firm.
Before joining the high frequency world, Steven spent a decade in information security,
including the development of a custom hardware solution for high performance nationstate-secure encryption.

John Hazen
Chief Financial Officer
John has over twelve years of experience building high frequency trading operations in
cash, futures, and options products in equities, fixed income, FX, and commodities on
over 30 exchanges worldwide. He wrote and headed the group that developed DRW’s
highly successful low latency market-making system mentioned in Michael Lewis’
book Flash Boys. He later co-founded Greenlight Trading with Josh before running high
frequency trading of millions of options on 4500+ tickers across 20+ US equity and equity
option venues for Grace Hall Trading, a member of Simplex Investments.
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Advisors
Arianna Simpson
Autonomous Partners, BitGo, Facebook
As managing director at Autonomous Partners, Arianna has deep experience investing
in and advising crypto and early stage companies. She helped build BitGo as employee
number three and previously did a tour in global marketing at Facebook. Arianna
frequently speaks on tech related topics, particularly bitcoin, and contributes to a number
of publications such as TechCrunch, the New York Times, and CoinDesk.

Richard Geary
Skylake Capital, PDT Partners, Tower Research Capital, Morgan Stanley, Microsoft
Technology advisor and early stage investor. Richard has a diverse background in
cutting-edge finance and tech for industry innovators including PDT Partners, Tower
Research Capital, Morgan Stanley and Microsoft. He has over a decade of experience
coding low-latency markets, building rapid development tools and intuitive risk systems
for financial professionals.

Alex Disney
Cumberland, DRW
An expert in smart contract and ethereum ecosystem development, Alex bridges the
gap between traditional finance and the cryptocurrency world. He spent 10 years at
DRW, including two at Cumberland where he developed their enterprise-grade mining
operation as well as developed, maintained, and supported their automation strategies.

Justin Litchfield, Phd
ProChain Capital, BTC Labs, Po.et Foundation
Justin’s unique background spanning chemistry, financial technology, and now
blockchain make him an invaluable resource for guidance on product as well as marketrelated challenges. Justin is CTO at ProChain Capital and previously founded Obsidian, a
hybrid cryptocurrency exchange and mobile-centered bank in Latin America.
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